
 

Although millions of people around the world have already updated to Microsoft Windows 10, some people might still be on an older version. Maybe they need to learn more about the new operating system before switching, or maybe their computer hasn't been updated yet and is incompatible with the latest release. But either way, if someone still needs a Windows 10 crack download for whatever
reason, there are plenty of alternatives for them- just use these 37 websites to learn something new today! The 37 best websites to learn something new: 1) Khan Academy - Online courses in mathematics and science for students of all levels. 2) Coursera - An online course by top universities from across the world that offer their courses free online. 3) Code Academy - Teach yourself how to code in
just a few hours. 4) MIT Open Courseware - Over 2,000 high-quality video lectures from MIT's most popular courses. 5) Yale Open Courses - More than 500 audio and video lectures in a wide variety of subjects from Yale University. 6) Harvard Extension School - Free online courses from one of the nation's most prestigious universities. 7) edX - Hundreds of free online classes from top universities
across the world, including Harvard, MIT, and Berkeley. 8) Stanford Open Classes - Free online courses from Stanford University in subjects such as artificial intelligence and modern poetry. 9) MIT Open CourseWare - Over 200 courses from MIT's most popular departments, including Economics and Mathematics. 10) Open Careers - Find a job in the public sector with free online training from
different agencies. 11) Udacity - Online courses from Stanford University covering subjects such as software engineering and biology. 12) Coursera Science - Free classes on the latest developments in science from some of the world's top universities. 13) Berkeley Engineering - An online tutorial for learning about computer science and engineering at the California Institute of Technology. 14)
FutureLearn - Free online courses that contain material on a variety of subjects by top universities across the world, including Oxford, Cambridge, and Harvard. 15) iTunes U - Download hundreds of videos from top universities that cover a wide variety of subjects. 16) Google Educational Resources - Free online courses, textbooks, and other resources for use in schools. 17) Udemy Free Courses -
Hundreds of free online classes on topics such as photography, marketing, design, and more. 18) Code School - A huge library of courses on JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, PHP, iOS development, and more. 19) Learn Spanish - Offers free Spanish lessons to students around the world with different levels of Spanish language training. 20) Learn German - Offers German lessons to students around the
world with different levels of German language training. 21) Learn French - Offers French lessons to students around the world with different levels of French language training. 22) Learn Chinese - Offers Chinese lessons to students around the world with different levels of Chinese language training. 23) Codeacademy - Online courses and articles for learning computer programming. 24) Khan
Acadmey - Online courses in mathematics and science for students of all levels. 25) Udacity Free Courses - Hundreds of free online classes on topics such as software engineering, mathematics, and more. 26) Coursera Free Courses - An online course by top universities from across the world that offer their courses free online.
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